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In connection lies true wealth   

Apio is an independent boutique financial services provider specialising 
in risk and wealth management. “Apio” is the Latin word for Connection. 

Connection is the golden thread that runs through our business. A deep 
connection with our clients and insurance partners to offer considered 
insurance and wealth solutions centred around your needs. 
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In connection lies true wealth  

Established in 2011, Apio is an independent 
boutique financial services provider 
specialising in risk and wealth management. 
“Apio” is the Latin word for Connection. 
Connection is the golden thread that runs 
through our business. A deep connection with 
our clients and insurance partners to offer 
considered insurance and wealth solutions.
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Connect with Apio Group

T 011 799 6400  
E info@apio.co.za

www.apio.co.za

Apio is an authorised Financial Services Provider

Within our group there are three operating 
entities, each with its own team of industry 
specialists:

• Apio Risk Services 
 Business and Personal Insurance solutions

• Apio Risk Solutions
 Specialist Credit Insurance & Guarantees
 
• Apio Wealth
 Financial Advisory and Wealth Management

Our leadership team all come from executive 
management positions at some of South Africa’s 
largest financial service providers and bring with them 
a wealth of industry experience. In drawing from this 
collective knowledge, we provide innovative solutions 
to a diverse range of clients, whether it be individuals 
or large corporates. 

Our business is about people, and we believe in the 
power of connecting with people, by matching our 
clients to the right insurance providers and financial 
products.  We do this to understand on a personal 
level every client’s unique, risk-related needs and offer 
them a tailored solution.

We believe in making a difference to the lives of 
people, which is why we are proud of our long-
standing relationships with many of our clients 
and partners. It is testament to our unwavering 
commitment to an open, honest and a practical 
approach to all that we do.

OUR KEY PROVIDERS
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• Bespoke and flexible insurance solutions to suit our 
customers’ unique risk requirements

• Wide product and cover offerings with  
few restrictions 

• Respected industry professionals will always work 
closely with you

• Fully mandated by our insurer partners to settle 
claims and issue policies in-house 

• Strive to become trusted partners by gaining an  
in-depth knowledge of our customers’ risks  

Apio Risk Services 

Connected short-term insurance intermediaries. Our team of specialist insurance professionals 
create risk management solutions using a wide range of insurance products, which are designed 
by us through our blue-chip insurance partners. 

WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE
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WE CONSULT AND DELIVER SERVICES TO:

Business enterprises in the following sectors:
• Manufacturing
• Retail
• Technology
• Motor
• Professions
• Logistics and Transport
• Hospitality & Tourism

SME Sector:
• Franchisors and Franchisees
• Owner run businesses
• Entrepreneurs  
• Sole Proprietors 
• Start-ups

Individuals & families:
• High Net Worth clients
• Private clients

Connect with Apio Risk Services

T 011 799 6400  
E info@apio.co.za

www.apio.co.za

Apio Risk Services is an authorised Financial Services Provider No. 44335

OUR COMMITMENT TO YOU

• Access to a range of premier insurers and products 
from blue-chip insurers  

• Using our size and influence to source and 
negotiate the best terms in the Insurance Market

• Our insurance solutions come to life when a claim 
occurs, and we ensure that claims are settled 
without fuss and promptly to minimise disruption

• No matter how big or small, every one of our 
customers is important 

OUR SOLUTIONS 

Personal insurance 
We know the importance of your household and 
other personal assets, which is why we take great care 
in providing tailored insurance solutions for all your 
personal and family needs. 

Business insurance
It’s our business to understand the diversity of 
insurance requirements and risks facing industry  
and commerce today. By gaining an intimate 
knowledge of you and your business we offer a 
complete insurance package, providing the right 
cover and a level of service individually tailored to 
meet each risk requirement.

Emerging & Speciality risks
We understand the nature of risk is that of constant 
change, which is why we talk to our clients and 
partners on a continuous basis to develop relevant 
and necessary risk solutions for a modern world. Our 
insurance solutions for emerging risks include: 
• Professional Indemnity
• Cybercrime and Liability
• Impersonation Fraud
• Pollution and Environmental Liability
• Product Recall and Guarantee
• Directors and Officers Liability
• Marine and Transit Insurance
• Kidnap and Ransom Insurance
• Assets All Risks for Corporates
• Collectables 
• Tax Risk Solutions
• Risk Financing 
• Risk Management
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Apio Risk Solutions 

We specialise in providing insurance solutions for corporate and commercial markets, with 
a focus on Guarantee and Credit insurance. We also offer short-term insurance solutions 
relevant to this sector.

What is a Guarantee? 

It is a formalised document assuring the 
beneficiary, the holder of the Guarantee, 
that certain conditions will be fulfilled. 
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Connect with Apio Risk Solutions

T 011 799 6400  
E francisk@apio.co.za

www.apio.co.za

Apio Risk Solutions is a Juristic Representative of Apio Risk Services

SOLUTIONS 

Specialist Guarantee and Credit insurance
Our dedicated group of experts have a wealth of 
industry knowledge and are well placed to give expert 
advice on these lines of specialist insurance. 

Guarantee insurance
A Guarantee acts as security to a beneficiary for the 
obligations of a contractor or debtor in the event of 
a default.

Why use a Guarantee through Apio?
• Less collateral requirements than a bank
• Faster turnaround times
• Dedicated experts and advice 
• A team will assist you with outlining the full process 

of setting up a Guarantee facility

Credit insurance
In partnership with our insurers, we first investigate 
each of your debtors and then issue the necessary 
cover against these clients based on our findings and 
our client’s risk appetite.  

Benefits of Credit insurance
• Banks can offer you more extensive credit facilities 

at favourable terms 
• The security to explore higher-risk business 

opportunities 
• Protects your cash flow by replacing cash in the 

event of default on payment 

Who requires Guarantees?

Construction Industry
Construction companies and their sub-contractors 
require various Guarantees before being awarded a 
construction project for major employers, such as 
large corporate and government entities. 

Guarantees have become a requirement for the 
majority of construction companies  and their 
associated sub-contractors. These Guarantees  
range from: 
• Bid bonds
• Advanced Payment Guarantees
• Performance Guarantees
• Retention Bonds

The Logistics Sector
Logistics companies often require a combination of 
Guarantees and Credit insurance solutions to meet 
specific requirements. 

Guarantees in this sector include:
• Customs Guarantees, including deferments, bonded 

warehouse, road bonds, temporary imports
• Transnet (NPA, SAPO, TFR)
• Airlines (SAA, Emirates)

Traditionally, these guarantees were issued and 
supplied by the banks, but an Insurance Guarantee is 
widely accepted and has become a useful alternative 
in helping a company free up cash from existing 
banking facilities.

Bulk users and suppliers of fuel
Most major fuel suppliers insist on upfront payment 
before supplying you with fuel. In order to obtain 
terms from most major suppliers, a Payment or Fuel 
guarantee is required.

Mining 
A major challenge for mining companies is ensuring 
that their Environmental Rehabilitation Liability 
requirements set by the Department of Mining 
Resources (DMR) are met. This means finding 
a solution, such as an Insurance Guarantee, to 
fulfil these requirements in a way that does not 
detrimentally impact a company’s cashflow.

Renewable energy
The renewable energy sector has seen renewed 
interest and activity recently. Companies must apply 
for bid bonds to tender for large-scale projects, and 
once awarded, the bidder may need Guarantees, 
which include: 
• Advanced Payment Guarantees
• Performance Guarantees;
• Operations and Maintenance Guarantees (O&M)
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Apio Wealth

We empower our clients by building a deep connection with them and understanding their long-
term vision for future financial security. Our team consists of experts from all fields of wealth 
management, which enables us to advise on and plan an entire investment portfolio through 
streamlined, cost-effective and tax-efficient structures.

WEALTH MANAGEMENT

Financial planning
Every individual is their own biggest asset, which is why 
their ability to earn, invest, and grow wealth over time 
must be assured. We offer our clients life, disability, 
and incapacity benefits as part of an integrated Cash 
Flow Model.  We also assist our key corporate clients in 
structuring employee benefit solutions. 
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Connect with Apio Wealth

T 011 799 6400  
E wealth@apio.co.za

www.apio.co.za
Apio Wealth is an authorised Financial Services Provider No. 47213

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT

Bespoke portfolio management
Our Apio Wealth portfolio options ensure a wide and 
flexible range of investment options for a large and 
diverse investor base.

Investment approaches 
Core Active
A diversified global asset allocation, using a blend 
of actively and passively managed funds. Active 
managers are only used when Apio Wealth has 
sufficient conviction in their ability to consistently 
outperform the benchmark.

Income-oriented
Portfolios are implemented to target a higher 
income level than the Core Active approach and also 
distribute all income generated.

Enhanced indexing 
Enhanced Indexing (Smart Beta) is a factor-based 
approach to investing, which generally costs less 
to implement than traditional actively managed 
portfolios, but still has the potential to outperform 
traditional passive investments. 

Absolute-oriented
Portfolios incorporate a much higher allocation to 
Absolute return funds in place of traditional fixed income. 

Pure Absolute
A diversified blend of only Absolute Return funds to 
achieve a low correlation to the world equity markets. 
The result is a low volatility portfolio that targets a steady 
return, along with lower performance-drawdowns than 
standard long-only multi-asset portfolios.

BUSINESS ASSURANCE

• Buy and sell agreements
• Key man insurance
• Contingent liabilities

Retirement planning
Retirement planning doesn’t end at 65. Our Cash 
Flow Modelling helps clients envision their retirement 
and, in doing so, identify shortfalls in the overall plan. 

Our Cash Flow Model factors in all income generating 
assets, such as investments, rental properties, 
business interests, collectables, and matches these 
assets to a liability, which is the income one needs 
generated during their retirement. We give our 
clients an indication as to what their income will be at 
retirement after taking tax and inflation into account 
while highlighting how long this income will last.

Estate planning
We help you understand the costs and liquidity around 
your estate in the event of divorce or death and assist 
with solutions to mitigate these costs and liabilities. 
Do you have offshore assets? Does your local Will 
address these assets?

Tax planning
We help our clients mitigate tax liabilities through 
various local and offshore structures and investment 
vehicles and ensure these compliment their overall 
wealth management needs.

Planning a legacy 
Our team of fiduciary specialists devises strategies 
that includes your will and trusts, ensuring all legal and 
tax requirements are taken care of. We aim to tailor-
make solutions that are sustainable and relevant to 
you and your family.

Cash Management
We offer our clients the most competitive rates on 
a fully guaranteed and 100% liquid corporate cash 
management account through our facility with Investec. 

Forex Services
We have market leading forex rates and full 
transparency on all money transfers. We have tailored 
our services for all your money transfer needs.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Designed for employers and employees, employee 
benefits should be accessible, secure, and focused on 
financial wellness. We craft and implement long-term 
structured and cost-effective solutions.

Our solutions
• Scheme benefit design and implementation
• Selection and monitoring of appropriate 

retirement fund administrators
• Risk benefit solutions
• Investment consulting services
• Bespoke, targeted member education and member 

communication programmes
• Implementation of appropriate fund compliance 

and governance
• Integrated personal financial planning advice






